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SUMMARY

3D terrestrial laser scanning and IT nowadays deliver a number of new possibilities for the geodesists. This paper is focused on the process of performing geodetic measurements using 3D terrestrial laser scanning, quality analysis of the results and safe data storage. The contactless way of measurement gives a lot of advantages as: enormous field productivity, elimination of the possible human-based errors and delivers significant 3D accuracy of the created geodetic product.

The paper studies the implementation of the relevant activities, which are required for the delivery of the necessary spatial information, its processing, analysis and last but not least the safe and encrypted cloud storage of the gathered in the field digital data.

Currently, there are several cloud-storage providers, which deliver online service with various parameters, like: size of the space, transfer quota, security, support, etc. Since the volume of the measured data from 3D terrestrial laser scanning depends on several settings in the scanner’s firmware, details on its processing and online storage are further discussed in the paper.

Analysis of the factors for the decision to use the mentioned surveying equipment and IT possibilities for project and cadastral activities are given in the paper.

The necessary assessment of the accuracy of the performed geodetic measurements was done. Graphical examples, which illustrate the performed work are also included in the study.

Conclusions and recommendations for future work are given in the paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

3D terrestrial laser scanning and IT both deliver nowadays a huge range of new technological possibilities for the geodesists. Laser scanning, as part of LIDAR is one of the fastest and accurate technology for performing of 3D measurements, including in the data the intensity of the returned laser signal in the scanner [Milev, 2012]. In Internet could be found many more examples for applications of the mentioned technology, e.g.: https://blog.lidarnews.com/notre-dame-3d-laser-scanned-2005/, https://www.researchgate.net/publication/330771641_the_suitability_of_terrestrial_laser_scanning_for_building_survey_and_mapping_applications.

This study is focused on the technical details, which should be followed in the process of performing of laser scanning of objects - buildings for activities in the area of cadastre and forthcoming design, so the surveying data to be used for more than one task.

Another important technological part of the work to be considered after performing the field measurements is the storage, sharing and backup (in the cloud) of the raw and processed laser scanning data. Sharing a link to the created 3D data is convenient and currently may be the only possible way to send large volumes of information in case it is necessary. This part of the project activities, described in details in chapter 6 was done using several cloud storage providers.

This paper is concentrated on several major topics, listed below:
- preparation for performing of geodetic measurements with laser scanner in a villa area;
- conducting productive one-person crew geodetic measurements;
- processing of the raw data;
- georeferencing of the point cloud;
- extraction of the necessary 3D data;
- safe and encrypted online storage of the raw, processed and linked data.

In the project were used the following applications:
- Trimble RealWorks;
- Mega desktop app;
- pCloud desktop app;
- IDrive – within a web browser.
The listed applications are given in the sequence as they were applied in the study.

The information, created for this case consists of:
- raw and processed data in format for Trimble RealWorks;
- digital models in *.dwg and *.dxf formats;
- link to the necessary data for external users.

2. 3D TERRESTRIAL LASER SCANNING - POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS IN SURVEYING


Another possible application of 3D terrestrial laser scanning both in cadastre and design, which applies latest IT possibilities, especially optical Internet is studied in this paper. The aims are: performing of contactless geodetic measurements, processing of the data, analysis of the results, usage of cloud storage and linking the necessary information for further sharing.

The study in this paper includes the application of:
- 3D terrestrial laser scanner for performing geodetic measurements;
- Trimble RealWorks;
- Internet;
- contemporary laptop;
- several cloud services for storage of large volume of information.

3. REQUIREMENTS IN THE FIELD AND IN THE AREA OF IT FOR THIS SPECIFIC CASE

The activities in this study include several technical requirements to be fulfilled in order to be gained productivity in the field and to be obtained the expected quality of the results. These requirements are listed below:
- appropriate relation between quality/resolution of the laser scanning data should be chosen;
- the scanner must be placed in a position with the relevant visibility to the object’s details before performing of the measurements;
- clear view must be ensured between the scanner and the artificial targets, in our case spheres.

In this case (i.e. villa region, no dangerous objects in the vicinity, no car or pedestrian traffic) there was no need to secure the area next to the scanner and spheres prior performing of the measurements. These circumstances made the work possible with one-person crew in the field, saved labour force and reduced costs.

According to the specific needs of the project, the following requirements in the IT area should be satisfied:
- contemporary powerful laptop;
- fast and stable Internet connection, e.g. optical, without traffic limitations;
- cloud storage service accounts in different providers;
- security of the data.

The applied contactless technology gives the geodesist the following advantages, some of them given below:
- all necessary cadastral details (outdoor and indoor) can be measured in a reasonable time in the field;
- the terrain data around the object is also measured in the same time;
- one person is required to operate in the field in this case;
- enormous productivity can be obtained;
- significant accuracy of the results from processing of the raw data.

These factors led to the decision for choosing exactly 3D terrestrial laser scanning and not to use any other technology for performing of geodetic measurements in our specific case.

4. NECESSARY ACTIVITIES BEFORE PERFORMING OF 3D TERRESTRIAL LASER SCANNING IN OUR CASE

The geometry and the interior of the buildings, subject of geodetic measurements was studied in details. The positions of the scanner were chosen to correspond with the requirements, listed below:
- the area around the scanner and spheres to be unobstructed;
- appropriate distances between: outdoor and indoor details/edges of the objects and each scanner’s station;
- the required direct visibility: scanner - artificial targets and scanner - buildings;
- the mutual spatial geometry of the spheres.

The spheres were situated in the relevant positions and distances around the building.

The appropriate settings for outdoor/indoor scans were applied in the firmware in order to be obtained: productivity in the field and density of the point cloud.

5. PROCESSING OF THE RAW DATA. RESULTS. ANALYSIS

The raw scan data was processed and analysed in Trimble RealWorks.

The information from the geodetic measurements was registered, using “Auto-extract Targets and Register” option in the software. For some of the stations the target-less registration was applied to create the point cloud.

The fast registration of the data was possible due to the usage of: artificial targets - spheres and powerful laptop.
The results for the quality assessment and other technical details from the registration process are shown in Fig. 1. The indoor scans were registered using spheres, positioned on various levels and ensuring the visibility from more than one station, Fig. 1a.

It should be noted, that due to the specific geometry of one of the buildings, subject of measurements, short distances between the stations and the spheres were necessary to be applied as it can be seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 1a.
Fig. 1a Registration results for the stations in the interior

Fig. 1b Quality control for target-less registration - outdoor scans

The quality control of the outdoor scans is given in fig. 1b. As it was mentioned target-less registration was used, due to various factors, e.g.: type of terrain, direct visibility, etc.

The necessary georeferencing, required for the final results of the created point cloud was done using network control points. The results from the calculations and the average error are given in fig. 2.

In order to improve the overall 3D quality control of the results from the georeferencing one network point was excluded. It should be noted, that the calculated result fully satisfies the accuracy requirements in the area of cadastre and design for this case.
The results, given in this chapter show very high quality of the processed raw data:

- 0 mm overall residual error from the registration of four stations in the interior of the building – fig. 1a;
- 1 mm overall residual error in the registration results for exterior stations, derived from three stations of the scanner – fig. 1;
- 1 mm overall cloud-to-cloud error - calculated from data, measured from four stations of the instrument. It should be noted that the information was processed with 100 % confidence for every station - fig. 1b;
- the final processing of the point cloud – its georeferencing was calculated with 12 mm average error. The last includes a number of possible sources, falling beyond the scope of this paper.

The value of this average error meets the accuracy requirements of both fields of activities in this paper – cadastral and design.
6. CLOUD STORAGE AND BACKUP BOTH OF THE RAW DATA AND PROCESSED INFORMATION

Nowadays the storage and backup of large volume of data is too risky to be kept on external hard drive, due to a number of reasons like:
- possibility for bad sectors (physical damage);
- dropping of the HDD;
- its loss, stealing, etc.
External SSD is another option for storage, but its usage might not be a good decision for the purposes of this study, due to several reasons like:
- impossibility to compare the parameters (e.g. price, capacity, speed, etc.) with the relevant HDD;
- risk of stealing/loss;
- constantly changing standards for volume in the area of IT.

Currently, it is a practice to work with one and the same information on various laptops and/or places, to send data to other users or give access to folder and last but not least to backup the updated data. One possible and also contemporary technical solution to accomplish this is to use cloud storage.

The above mentioned facts led to the decision for application of current IT possibilities for the needs of cadastre and design in this specific case.

The cloud storage is offered by a number of companies on the Internet, providing a service with various parameters /volume of space, volume of a single file to be transferred, transfer quota, etc./.

In our specific case - working with hundreds of MB or GB, the selection of appropriate /free or paid/ cloud storage provider should be done very carefully. Here are some reasons to take care of:
- the file formats of the information of 3D terrestrial laser scanning raw data;
- the attributes of the files in the raw data;
- the volume of the files in the data.

According to www.techradar.com and www.itproportal.com IDrive, pCloud and Mega are listed as “Best cloud storage of 2020”, see fig. 3 and fig. 4.

In this study the above mentioned service providers were used to store raw data and backup GB of information of the processed laser scanning project. It should be noted that the following issues were encountered:
- for IDrive: – after upload of the raw data *.fls file was missing in the cloud, fig. 5 and fig. 7
- two step verification was required, which slows down the user’s work;
- sharing of the information requires the recipient to be iDrive user, which is a significant limitation.

- for Mega – in the raw data, after upload was missing the file with .classid extension, fig. 6 and fig. 7. It should be noted, that transfers of the information with slow/unstable speed were observed over excellent Internet connection.

After performing a test upload, it was noticed, that if the information was stored as *.zip archive, these issues were eliminated. Unfortunately, this was a limitation due to the necessity for storage of the original project, not archived one.

According to the published information, concerning the security of the stored data, Mega provides end-to-end encryption, while for pCloud the user has to pay additionally in order to use “Files, protected by pCloud Crypto” on the device, fig. 8.


**Best cloud storage of 2020 at a glance:**

1. iDrive
2. pCloud
3. Zoolz
4. Degoo
5. Mega cloud storage
6. OneDrive
7. iCloud
8. Google Drive
9. Box
10. NextCloud

Fig. 3 List of “Best cloud storage of 2020” from www.techradar.com
Fig. 4 List of “Best Cloud Storage” of 2020 from www.itproportal.com

Fig. 5 Missing *.fls file in IDrive
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Fig. 6 Missing .classid file in Mega’s cloud storage after sync and view from another PC.

Fig. 7 Original source of the raw scanner data with .classid and *.fls files inside.
Fig. 8 Paid options for pCloud Crypto as given at https://www.pcloud.com/fr/encrypted-cloud-storage.html

7. CONCLUSION. RECOMMENDATIONS. OUTLOOK

This paper described the application of 3D terrestrial laser scanning in the fields of cadastre and design for objects, situated in villa area in the light of contemporary possibilities of the IT.

In the study were noted the practical issues, which encountered in the process of online storage and backup of laser scanning data.

3D terrestrial laser scanning was used as technology, which eliminated any possibilities for human errors. The scanner was used for measurements of both interior and exterior parts of objects with various spatial geometry. In this case the task required forthcoming design activities for the objects.

The applied surveying equipment achieved enormous field productivity, provided significant simplicity in the data processing and its extraction after completing of the geodetic measurements.

The IT involved in this case was a look ahead to a union of two productive technologies: 3D terrestrial laser scanning and online storage of both raw and processed data.
The given in chapter 5 quality assessment of the results from the performed laser scanning and georeferencing, shows the achieved high quality of the processed and created final data:
- overall residual error for the target-based registration – 1 mm;
- average error for the georeferencing - 12 mm.

Based on the field productivity and the listed results for the quality control (both for creation of the point cloud and its georeferencing) the used technology, applied for both cadastral and design activities was successfully implemented for hard to measure objects in surveying practice.

The combined usage of modern technologies:
- in the area of surveying – 3D terrestrial laser scanning;
- in the area of IT - cloud storage services,
in the way they exist nowadays led to one contemporary and refined model of geodetic activities in the area of cadastre and design.

Based on the given in chapter 6 information, the above mentioned technologies could be highly recommended in nowadays geodetic practice.

Future work. It should be noted, that obviously the technical side of the services of the cloud storage providers should be updated in the means of fixing the issues with specific laser scanner data formats and their handling in the cloud.
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